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Patient 19723 

• 42 years old male with language (~WM) difficulties

• Astrocyte type II over the left premotor cortex.

Your job: Use functional MRI to map eloquent
areas in this region.

Where exactly? premotor, SMA, Broca, DLPF,
ACC. In practice, we want to map regions that
could lead to major deficits if lesioned.



Pre-surgical functional mapping

Active Neural 
population

No Active Neural
population

Positive BOLD True positives Type I error rate

No BOLD Type II error rate True Negatives

• Analysis

In surgical setting we want high sensitivity: 
True positives ++ / Type II error rate –
→ Avoid declaring an area not active (i.e. 
fine for surgery) while in fact this is!  

Usual fMRI = high specificity: 
Type I error rate -- / True 
Negative ++



Overview

• how do we know an fMRI paradigm elicits activations in areas of 
interest?

• how to threshold SPMs? i.e. balance false positives and negatives to 
aid medical decision

• Spoiler: Activations in areas of interest depends on the threshold !



Choosing a task

• 42 years old male with language (~WM) difficulties

• Astrocyte type II over the left premotor cortex.

Let’s try a verb generation task
Neurosynth association: z=4.75



Validating a task: True positives

• Reveal activations (strong SNR) in the area(s) that is suppose to

• High reliability at the subject level = Consistency across sessions, the
task is sensitive to show activations where we want

• Group level results (RFX) do not matter and should only inform but
not validate clinical protocols as they only reveal areas where all
subjects show some (consistent) level of activation (between subject
variance).

Gorgolewski et al. NeuroImage (2013). Single subject fMRI test–retest reliability metrics and 
confounding factors



Validating a task: True positives

• 10 healthy subjects scanned twice 48/72 hours apart

• Group analysis (RFX) = between subjects variance

• Group analysis (Intraclass Correlation Coefficient) = between sessions
variance across subjects

• Single subject analyses (overlap of thresholded maps – Dice coefficient) =
between sessions variance within subjects → using permutations we
compute within vs. between subjects i.e. test the validity of the task
(absolute Dice values are ‘meaningless’, we need maps more similar
within than between)



Over verb generation is OK(ish)

higher reliability within (0.32) than between (0.06) subjects: 

difference [0.03 0.44] p = 0.02

Group analyses (RFX & ICC) differed from single subjects: signal increase across
subjects (average over sessions) but amplitudes changed substantially (ICC)
such as little consistency across sessions (within subject) were observed.



Cover verb generation is better

Consistent signal for RFX, ICC, single subjects: increase signal over subjects
(RFX) with similar amplitudes in both sessions (ICC) with enough SNR (seen in
all subjects)

higher reliability within (0.55) than between (0.24) subjects: 

difference [0.06 0.41] p = 0

Note the absence
of right frontal
activation at the
group level).



How to threshold a statistical map?

• SPM needs to be thresholded in an adaptive manner (depends on 
SNR)

• Most cognitive neuroscience studies are interested in the ‘average’ or 
‘peak’ location whereas in the surgical context we are interested in 
the spatial extend  

• Expert agreement (can be biased toward safety) → need to be able to 
accept null results

Gorgolewski et al. Front. Hum. Neurosci. (2012). Adaptive thresholding for reliable topological inference 
in single subject fMRI analysis



What’s your thresholding method?

Review 50 articles "Given the individual differences in

BOLD signal intensity and statistical

significance levels, interactive expert

evaluation for optimization of fMRI

activations is the standard for

presurgical fMRI mapping ".

O’Donnel et al. 2012 NeuroImage
Control false

positives



Patient 19723: RFT, FDT, AT 

All 3 thresholds
give the same 
‘hand area’ extend
(finger tapping)

Some discrepancy
for verb generation



• Various methods: all optimized on the same premises, i.e. high within 
subject reliability

• Not knowing what is truly active/inactive, thresholding methods 
therefore aim at optimizing the single subject test-retest reliability

• Secondary issue: how to measure test-retest? At the voxel/amplitude 
level (% BOLD, t-stats) vs map level (binarized map = classification 
reliability)

Stevens et al. (2013) J. Neurosc methods 219 

How to threshold those maps?



Reliability based threshold: Type II error rate 

• Stevens et al. use 2 sessions to compute the Dice coefficient over all thresholds to 
derive an average AUC curve

Stevens et al. (2013) J. Neurosc methods 219 

Empirical threshold defined as

1. AUC increase as least to at least half of max

2. AUC derivatives drop below average

Drawbacks

1. needs two session for each task

2. Needs two reliable inputs (doesn’t always
work) – but I think it’s a good feature not a
drawback



Adaptive threshold: Type II error rate 

Gorgolewski et al. (2012) Front Neurosc

Maximize 
reliability
by allowing 
shift in globals

Provides a 
better balance 
type 1 and type 
2 error rates

Gamma Gaussian 
Mixture Model



Validation against Direct Electrical Stimulation

loss of sequence (paraphrase) – ECS at 4mA



N = 10 from 5 patients ECS effect ECS no effect 

BOLD activation 5 vs. 4 2 vs. 3

No BOLD activation 1 vs. 2 2 vs. 1

Verb generation task
N = 10 from 5 patients ECS effect ECS no effect 

BOLD activation 6 vs. 5 0 vs. 1

No BOLD activation 0 vs. 1 4 vs. 3

Motor task

N = 1 from 1 patients ECS effect ECS no effect 

BOLD activation 1 vs. 0 -

No BOLD activation 0 vs. 1 -

Word repetition

N = 21 from 9 patients ECS effect ECS no effect

BOLD activation 12 vs. 9 2 vs. 4

No BOLD activation 1 vs. 4 6 vs. 4

Test the association of results from fMRI (AT and FT) and from ECS

AT: odd ratio = 36    F=0.0031 p=0 
FT: odd ratio = 2.25 F=0.24 p=0.64

Validation against Direct Electrical Stimulation

Pernet et al. (2016) Int J Med Inform. 86



Conclusion

• Phrenology is dead! There is a weak specificity from cognition to brain 
region. We can, however, have high sensitivity of a task, at the subject 
level.

• Protocol/tasks must be validated → reliability analyses before 
scanning patients → against DES gives some specificity

• Statistical thresholding should satisfy your need (type 1 or type 2) and 
adapted / adaptative to the data at hand → test against DES gives 
some validity.
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